FALO File

Keotye
Race: Fawn
Gender: Male
Homeland: Lavender's Fields
Profession: Troublemaker…brewer…guardian of
Lavender and her fields… oh yeah and Sovereign of the
newly named Kingdom of Meadshire
FALO Standing: Moonstone Holder

Keotye is the creation of Queen Angelica. He was
created for Lavendar Fields' pleasure and to be her
protector. He is basically a fawn, though there are some
significant differences. First, Keotye was created as a full
adult with knowledge of everything he needed to protect,
serve, and entertain Lavendar. Along with this knowledge he also contains more magic than most fawns. So
far, it appears to have manifested mainly in his glamour abilities and his resistance to other magics. He also
does not share most fay's sensitivity to iron.
Although Keotye was created to protect and serve Lavendar, he fell in love with her on his own, and
from this love came two wonderful creations of their own - Bogen and Fuschia.
Since his creation approximately a dozen years ago, Keotye has lived in Lavendar's Fields with his love,
the twins, and the unicorns. Lavendar's Fields are surrounded by a Mist and is located... well... everywhere and
nowhere at the same time. This is where the unicorns live, and from here they travel into the Mist to arrive at
any rural area so that they can do their work. Now, no creature without a pure heart can enter the home of
the unicorns, but most can travel in the Mists. When you enter the Mists, think of it as the Mists gathering
around you and just when you can't see any more, things clear, and you are somewhere else. There are many
known entrances to the Mists, mostly in large rural areas; however, these come and go at different times of
the day.
Keotye also vists Meadshire, often to look over his beloved people, help with the chores, and to brew
more mead. Meadshire is a land that he won through a series of contests, though it was unknown to him that
that was what he was competing for. The people there have embraced him as their crazy, yet just, leader.
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